Finance Domain Task Force

- **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  - Digital Currency RFI
    - Research: Concepts, Vocabulary, knowledge resource (use VCoI concepts)
    - Identified potential of a more general ‘conceptology’ of money, crypto etc. drawing on FIBO and established ontology research (Bolzano etc.)
    - RFI Structure (background knowledge, questions)
    - Potential responders
  - FIBO Update
    - Brief textual update on latest FIBO content changes
    - See Ontology PSIG for formal specification ideas
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  - finance/2021-06-01  Digital Currency RFI (Draft)

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  - FIBO v2.1 RFC (expected in 2021)
  - Digital Currency RFI (Sept 2021)

• **Liaisons**
  - **Internal (informal)**
    - Blockchain PSIG, MARS PTF, Gov DTF, AI PTF
    - WGs: CBDC, VCOI
  - **External**
    - ISO TC68 (Financial Services) liaison
    - EDM Council (reciprocal membership arrangement)
    - Informal: ACTUS, GLEIF, XBRL, BIAN etc.

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  - Digital Currency RFI issuance
  - Liaise with GovDTF (ESG, regulatory etc.)
  - FDTF now meets weekly during the Quarter
    - Alternate weeks: Digital currency RFI
    - Alternate weeks: General / ontology of money / other